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THE UNIQUENESS Oil' THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR THE
SECOND ORDER ELLIPTIC OPERATORS

JUNG Soo KI.., DOHAN KIM, J11N1I: GI Kw, YOUNG HAM CHOE

One of the conditions used to prove the Calderon's theorem was the
smoothness of the characteristic roots. However in some cases the smoo
thness condition can be relaxed.

When Zuily [I, 2J proved. the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem for
the second order elliptic differential operator in R2 with analytic principal
part and bounded lower order terms, he reduced the problem. to the second
order elliptic operator with C'" coefficients. In the proof of the reduction
he considered the following two caSes separately;

Case 1. t-+4(0, t) has a zero of finite order
Case 2. t-+4(0, t) .v~~esi~"~~~Jy

but J(z, t) JiieS not vanish identically.
In case 1 we have a easy proof and in case 2 the uniqueness follows
from the Calderons theorem and the reductio ad absurdum method. In
this paper we treat the above two cases at a single stroke by reducing
the case 2 to case 1.

. THEoREM 1. Let P be a second order elliptic differential operators in a
neighborlwod V 01 the origin OER2 with bounded 1.uuJer order terms such
tkat the discriminant d 01 P has a UTO of finite order at OER2. Let
s= (xEV; ~(x) =~(O)} be a C" non-clutracteristic hypersurlace near O.
Then there exists a neighborhood W of the origin such tkat every
uEC"" (V) satisfying

{
PU-O in V

u=O in (xEV; ~(x):S:~(O)}

vanishes in W.
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LEMMA 1. Let P=aDl+2hD"D,+ CD,,2+aD"+ fJD,+r be a second order
differential operator in a neighborlwod of the origin with a, b, cEC" and
a, fJ, rEL" and let K be a coordinate transformation near 0 with KCO) =0.
Define p' by P'u=P(uo,,). Then the discriminant of p' takes the following
form:

LI'= [LI(det ",)2Jo,,-1.

Proof. Let K(X, t)=(Kl(X, t), "2(X, t». Then P'(y, s, D) =aD/+2'6D,D.
+cD/+aD,+ #D.+T. Here

a= [a( fhC2 )2+2b aKz OKz +c( a"z )2J 0K-1
at at ox ax

b= [a aK2 0"1 +b(~ aK2 + (J"1 0"2 )+c aK2
at at at (Jx (Jx at (Jx

c= [a( a"1 )2 +2b 0"1 ~+c( (J"1 )2] 0,,-1.ot OX at ox

Direct calculation shows that LI·=j}2_ac=[LI(detK')2J0/l;-1.

LEMMA 2. Let f be a smooth function in a neighborhood V of the
origin in R2 which has a zero of finite order at O. Then there exists a
coordinate transformation K such that Dt"fCO) *0 for some positive
integer k.

Proof. By assumption f(x,t)= 'E C,,(x,t)"+O(!Cx,t)\Hl), where
,,,1='

C = O"f(O)
" ,a.

a'fIfax' (0)*0, we are done. Otherwise let K(x,t)=(-lt+x,t).

Then

(folC- l) (y, s) =f(}.s+y, s)
= 'E C,,(As+y,s)"+(I(y,S)\Hl).

1"1='
= ( 'E C..)...l)S'+.......,.

1.. I=k

Hence it suffices to choose ,( so that 'E C..l"l*O, which is clearly
1.. 1=,

possible.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we
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may assume that S= {t=OJ, i.e., f/J(x, t) =t and that t-L1(O, t) has a
zero of finite order at O. Then the rest of the proof is almost classical
(See Zuily DJ).

REMARK. If P is a second order elliptic differential operator then P
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.
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